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Noor has lived all of her fourteen years in the fifteen lanes of Mumbai’s red light district. Born into a brothel,
she is destined for the same fate as her mother: a desperate life trapped in the city’s sex trade. She must act
soon to have any chance of escaping this grim future.
Across the sprawling city, fifteen-year-old Grace enjoys a life of privilege. Her father, the CEO of one of
India’s largest international banks, has brought his family to Mumbai where they live in unparalleled luxury.
But Grace’s seemingly perfect life is shattered when she becomes a victim of a cruel online attack.
When their paths intersect, Noor and Grace will be changed forever. Can two girls living in vastly different
worlds find a common path?
Award-winning author S.J. Laidlaw masterfully weaves together their stories in a way that resonates across
class and culture. Fifteen Lanes boldly explores the ties that bind us to places and people, and shows us that
the strongest of bonds can be forged when hope is all but lost.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Gregory Richards:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add
your knowledge by the e-book entitled Fifteen Lanes. Try to the actual book Fifteen Lanes as your close
friend. It means that it can to be your friend when you experience alone and beside those of course make you
smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you considerably more
confidence because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let us make new experience along with
knowledge with this book.

Terry Kiser:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students since they're still students or the idea for all people in the
world, the particular best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that query above. Every person
has different personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they
don't would like do that. You must know how great as well as important the book Fifteen Lanes. All type of
book can you see on many methods. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Marsha Bridges:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive currently, people
have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded place and notice
through surrounding. One thing that oftentimes many people have underestimated the item for a while is
reading. Yeah, by reading a publication your ability to survive increase then having chance to endure than
other is high. For you who want to start reading the book, we give you this specific Fifteen Lanes book as
starter and daily reading guide. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Kent Walker:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Try to
pick one book that you never know the inside because don't ascertain book by its cover may doesn't work
this is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the outside seem
likes. Maybe you answer can be Fifteen Lanes why because the fantastic cover that make you consider about
the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the outside as well as
cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly make suggestions to pick up this book.
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